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About
The New Paper (TNP) partnered with Gain City, one of Singapore's largest 
electronics retailers, to launch a campaign to drive customers to a specific 
outlet and get them to spend. The 3-day campaign, which used print to drive 
readers to scan codes with their smartphones to enjoy discounts , ran from 
23-25th August 2019, culminating in an event on the 25th that delivering 
impactful offline results for our advertising partner. 



Audience interactions and 
conversions from offline (print) 
to online

How would readers engage 
with our offline ads

Audience’s level of interest on 
attractive deals which will 
encourage an action

What we 
wanted to 
know



How we did it
Blurb and writeup on 
how to scan the 
advertisements 
and redeem promotions. 

23rd August



How we did it
23rd August
Wrap to introduce a 
special deal. Readers 
could launch the 
scanner on their 
phones and scan these 
ads to redeem digital 
vouchers. Posters were 
adapted from the 
creatives and placed at 
SPH as well as the 
participating outlet.

Gain City Ad on The New Paper front cover A1 size Poster on site (SPH & Gain City store)



How we did it
23rd - 25th August
House ads deployed on TNP mobile web and app for campaign sustenance. 
Readers could access the scanner via these access points, and scan the physical printed ad on TNP. 

Trans ad Web URL Catfish 
Banner



Results

Vouchers
Registered

Interactions

466 scans on ad

296 readers 
registered for 

voucher

Appliances 
Sold

-More than 300 
washers/dryers

-More than 100 TVs



What we 
learned

Through a mix of solutions, we 
were able to bring about 
impactful results to our 
advertising partner.

Print ads, when coupled with 
innovative ways of activation, is 
still a powerful tool to deliver 
results.

We created strong value by 
serving our audience’s and our 
partner’s needs well.



Thank you for reading.


